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1.

INTRODUCTION

Matching markets have historically been an important topic in economics research.
On the positive (descriptive) side, researchers have modeled everything ranging
from marriage markets to labor markets using the framework of matching. Matching was also one of the first areas in which market design made a name for itself,
perhaps most famously in the redesign of the market that matches graduating M.D.s
to their first residency programs in the United States. The arrival of computer scientists to the field of market design in general can be traced to many of the reasons
suggested recently by Conitzer [2010] (in a broader context than just market design)
in an article in Communications of the ACM, including the effects of new markets
that have been made possible by advances in networking and Internet technology, a
more computational mindset in general, and also the ability to view problems from
a different perspective. In the case of matching markets in particular, in addition
to the (often) constructive nature of computational approaches, there is also the
historical fact that computer scientists have studied matching from many different
perspectives, perhaps because matching markets have a very natural representation
in the language of graphs.
While it is impossible to characterize the entire body of work on matching, some
of the major themes of research have been:
(1) The modeling of matching markets with individually rational agents [Becker
1983; Jovanovic 1979, e.g.]. This is classic positive economics, modeling observed phenomena in mathematical language, which in turn allows one to make
predictions. For example, models of matching can predict phenomena like unraveling, where matchings start occurring earlier and earlier [Roth and Xing
1994].
(2) Market design for centralized methods of engineering stable matchings; the
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key questions typically involve possibilities for manipulation and the design of
truthful mechanisms [Roth and Sotomayor 1990; Immorlica and Mahdian 2005,
e.g.]
(3) Analysis of the convergence properties of decentralized mechanisms [Ackermann
et al. 2008; Das and Kamenica 2005, e.g.].
(4) Characterizing the outcomes of search processes involving friction in matching
scenarios in terms of whether or not they result in assortative matchings [Shimer
and Smith 2000, e.g].
The majority of work on matching has focused on settings with ordinal preferences, and often the even more restrictive setting of binary (compatible/noncompatible) preferences. This makes sense on many levels. First, it is hard to
put reasonable numbers on utilities in matching scenarios; these are often major
decisions about life: whom to marry, which job to take, whether or not a kidney
will be compatible. Second, in matching scenarios, stability is often the be-all and
end-all of design goals, and doesn’t need the overhead imposed by thinking about
cardinal utilities. Third, the question of what an appropriate social utility function
would be is difficult in many situations, since additive social utility may not be
well-suited. However, each of these arguments breaks down at some point. As our
understanding and our ability to engineer useful markets expands, consideration of
cardinal utilities will inevitably become more and more important. In this note, we
discuss several settings from our own research where cardinal utilities play a key
role for research in matching.
2.

MATCHING MODELS WITH CARDINAL UTILITIES

For the rest of this note, it should be assumed that we work in settings with
nontransferable utilities, not allowing participants in matching markets to make
payments to each other. Such settings arise in many cases where social norms or
legal restrictions make it impossible to explicitly use monetary transfers to improve
one’s position in a matching. For example, it is unusual to directly pay someone in
a dating/marriage market in order to win their affections, or to pay a competitor
in order for them to stop pursuit of the same potential spouse (which is not to say
that everyone’s preferences are unaffected by monetary realities). It is also typically
illegal to directly pay for organs. Even in many labor markets, employers do not
compete on salary: medical residents typically get payed somewhat similarly.
2.1

Social Welfare

Market design is essentially a normative discipline: given some allocative desiderata, how can we design a system that achieves them when we have no control over
participant behavior, but we may be able to influence their incentives in certain
ways? The tendency of the field has been to focus on objectives that are relatively
uncontroversial: in particular, stability is often the goal [Roth and Sotomayor 1990;
Roth and Xing 1994; Immorlica and Mahdian 2005, inter alia]. This is natural for
many of the reasons discussed above. In particular, it is hard to come up with
meaningful utilities in many matching situations, it is unclear if simple measures
of social welfare like additive utility are the best to use, and, perhaps most importantly, it is not clear if there are any reasonable ways to incentivize agents to
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participate in unstable matchings, even if they would be socially preferable.
There definitely exist matching situations where we care about social welfare.
Consider two examples. Pair programming is a central practice of the software
engineering methodology known as Extreme Programming [Dawande et al. 2008].
If a software firm uses this methodology, the utility of a matching is a function of
the productivity of a pair of programmers working together. Maximizing additive
social utility in this case would be optimal for the firm, but individual programmers
may not be happy in this situation.
While kidney exchange in the United States is typically analyzed in a 0-1 preference framework based on compatibility [Roth et al. 2004; 2005], both the European
school of thought on kidney exchange and the literature on cadaveric kidney transplants evaluate success in terms of the quality of the match produced [Segev et al.
2005; Held et al. 1994]. The operations research literature on cadaveric kidney donation is often explicit in attempting to optimize measures like quality-adjusted life
years for all recipients [Su and Zenios 2005]. Recent literature on kidney exchange
coming from the computer science community is beginning to consider optimizing
overall social welfare instead of the number of compatible matches [Abraham et al.
2007; Awasthi and Sandholm 2009]. It is not clear if the resistance to analyzing
kidney exchange in terms of utilities was because (1) we really could not improve
outcomes, (2) analyzing matching in terms of cardinal utilities is hard, or, (3) the
ethical questions this could raise are extraordinarily difficult to deal with.1 With
respect to (3), we should note that similarly difficult questions have been engaged in
cadaveric kidney donation [Zenios et al. 2001], and in many other areas of medical
ethics.
Some of our recent work focuses on extending our understanding of matching
problems in situations where we are concerned with social welfare in terms of utility, instead of just stability and choice among stable outcomes (we work with simple
additive measures of social welfare). In “Anarchy, Stability, and Utopia: Creating
Better Matchings,” Anshelevich, Das, and Naamad [2009] address two major questions of relevance: (1) How bad are stable matchings when compared with socially
optimal ones? (2) How can we incentivize agents to participate in matchings that
are socially desirable?
We study, both theoretically and in simulation, the effects of different network
structures and utility distributions on the price of anarchy: the worst-case ratio
of social utilities achieved by stable and optimal matchings respectively. While
theoretically, the price of anarchy can be quite bad, we find that under some natural
preference structures and simple distributions of utilities, stable matchings attain
close to the optimal social welfare (generally above 90%). We characterize some
situations where the loss in social welfare can be more substantial, and then study
a potential means of incentivizing good stable matchings. We consider approximate
stability, which corresponds to the addition of a switching cost to the mechanism,
so that an agent would have to pay in order to deviate from the current matching.
We show theoretical bounds on the price of stability, the ratio of the social utility
of the best (approximately) stable matching to the socially optimal matching. Our
proof is constructive: we present an algorithm that constructs an approximately
1 In

reality, of course, it is probably a combination of all the above.
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stable matching that achieves a good ratio. A matchmaker could use this algorithm
to suggest a near-optimal approximately stable matching to all agents. If they
participated in the mechanism under the knowledge that they would have to pay a
switching cost to deviate from the suggested matching, this would lead to matchings
that were close to socially optimal. Additionally, simulation results show that the
algorithm typically achieves even better performance (in terms of closeness to social
optimality) than guaranteed by the theoretical bounds.
Our paper also verifies another insight related to cardinal utilities: as preferences
in a matching “society” become more diverse, the social utility of stable matchings
increases, even though the price of anarchy may also increase. The intuition is that
a matchmaker is more likely to be able to make everyone happy when they don’t
all want the same things, and thus diversity can greatly increase overall societal
happiness.
2.2

Preference Learning

The matching literature typically assumes that that agents know their preferences
in advance of entering the matching mechanism. In many contexts this assumption
is overly restrictive. For example, employers often employ elaborate, multi-round
interview processes with potential employees in order to learn their preferences over
the employees. In dating situations, people learn about their compatibility by going
out on dates, or finding out more about each other on dating websites or speeddating situations. While this can again be analyzed in terms of ordinal rankings of
options, much of the framework of learning is more readily applied when agents are
learning about the actual intensity of their preferences rather than just the ranking
(compare also analysis of the classical secretary problem with the “search” problem
[Gilbert and Mosteller 1966]).
Das and Kamenica [2005] explore the consequences of agents having to learn their
preferences sequentially through interactions with each other, in the context of a
dating game. They find that the actual matching mechanism used can significantly
affect agents’ ability to converge to a stable matching. In particular, there is an interesting interaction between learning the actual value of going out with a particular
person and learning the probability that a match will be successfully made, depending on the mechanism being used. For example, there may be a considerable risk
in asking out the “most preferred” person when the periodwise matching mechanism involves take-it-or-leave-it offers, leading to worse learning and less stable
outcomes. But if the periodwise mechanism involves submitting preference lists to
a centralized Gale-Shapley type matchmaker, agents may be better off submitting
their true preferences.
This was one of the early papers to look at having to learn preferences in the
context of matching markets, but there has since been a significant amount of
work that views preference learning in terms of information acquisition costs. In
particular, work on costly interviewing in matching markets (see [Lee and Schwarz
2009] and references therein) looks at the effects on the whole matching system of
firms making rational decisions about whom to interview. Again, this is a situation
where the actual costs of interviewing have important consequences (just consider
the budget for interviewing faculty candidates in your department!).
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Effort Allocation in Social Networks

Cardinal utilities and social welfare arise in more general matching problems as
well, such as many-to-many matching and fractional matching. For example, if
we think of a link between two people in a social network as representing a joint
project or a friendship, then a fractional matching could tell us the strength of this
link. Although this leads to more complex interactions and matching structures
than traditional matching problems, a lot of the basic ideas and techniques used
for “integral” matching can be used to analyze and form good mechanisms for
“fractional” matching.
In “Contribution Games in Social Networks,” Anshelevich and Hoefer [2010]
propose and study a framework for network contribution games (NCGs) that model
collaboration and coordination. Each agent in the network has a budget of effort
that it can contribute to different collaborative projects. Budgets and contributions
are non-negative numbers that model the different ways and degrees by which actors
can contribute to a bilateral project, e.g., by allocating time, money, and personal
energy to maintaining a relationship or a collaboration, the development of a new
product, or the installation or standardization of a new technology. Depending on
the contribution of the involved agents a project will flourish or drown, and success
is measured using a cardinal reward function. Every agent is trying to maximize the
reward from all projects that it is involved in. Thus, it may be in the best interest
of an agent to form several different partnerships/matches of different strengths.
A framework like this requires cardinal utility functions, since every agent can
be involved in many projects at once, and the quality of each project changes
depending on how much effort both participants put into it. NCGs encompass the
well-studied minimum effort coordination game [van Huyck et al. 1990], where the
outcome depends solely on the minimum contribution of any agent, as a special
case. It is known that the Nash equilibria in this game exhibit a simple structure;
behavior in laboratory experiments, however, led to sometimes surprising patterns
[Dufwenberg and Gneezy 2005; Bornstein et al. 2002; Fatas et al. 2006; Riechmann
and Weimann 2008; Chaudhuri et al. 2008].
We characterize the existence, computational complexity, and quality of pairwise
equilibrium [Jackson and Wolinsky 1996] in NCGs based on the types of reward
functions involved. We demonstrate (constructively) the existence of a pairwise
equilibrium when all reward functions are concave, and show that the price of anarchy is at most 2. For convex functions the same holds only under some special but
very natural conditions. We also show tight bounds for approximate equilibria and
convergence of dynamics in these games. The overall insight is that for “fractional”
matching systems, good stable solutions exist and can often be found efficiently,
even though these systems are much more complex than traditional 0-1 matching.
3.

CONCLUSION

One of the contributions of the computational viewpoint to economics in general and
market design in particular is the focus on quantification, ranging from quantifying
the cost of computation to measures like the price of anarchy. It is natural to
be somewhat skittish about doing the same in matching, for good reasons. For
example, how can we assign utilities to outcomes when money is not involved? Is it
ACM SIGecom Exchanges, Vol. 9, No. 1, June 2010.
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meaningful to use additive notions of social welfare common in computer science,
or do we need to consider different welfare functions? Is it even possible to come
up with strong results when cardinal utilities are involved? And perhaps there
is a reticence to make suggestions for systems when political philosophy becomes
involved – who decides which mechanism to use? However, not confronting these
questions is not a solution. Market design has already made a tremendous impact
in many fields. When ethical questions arise, they need to be brought to light
and addressed by those with relevant expertise. Moreover, although measuring the
utility of an outcome can be difficult, data can certainly be collected about the
quality of matches, and experiments to measure the quality of mechanisms can be
designed. Matching with cardinal utilities is a significant challenge, but we believe
it is a promising one.
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